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A excellent resource on properly raising children to be loving, healthy, and well adjusted
people who have good morals. But I am so glad I did! I was fortunate enough to get to hear
Bob Keeshan, recognized to me as Captain Kangaroo, when he came through my city on a
book tour promoting this book.The was written in 1989, but nonetheless is VERY applicable to
parents and children of today. Greenjeans and Mr.He is a great writer, and weaves the
concepts for proper, effective, and loving kid rearing in with a myriad of poignant real-life
stories.However, the principles and values of that show can be find out about in "Developing
Up Happy" which is written by Bob Keeshan, who performed Captain Kangaroo.I HIGHLY
RECOMMEND THIS BOOKMy Quality A+ Written around 1989 but reads as though it were
created for today's (2015) parents and children. I identified with so much of his experiences.
Excellent book not merely for adults but for teenagers and old. Great advice interweaved with
his experiences...successes and failures. Five Stars My children watched him every morning.
Great book by way of a great man! Trust me, the thousands of Captain Kangaroo Shows that
have been made (literally thousands) were most likely not archived away and are lost forever.
Sage guidance from a Pioneer of Children's Broadcasting I was raised with this great man's
outstanding children's television programs. Reading this book is similar to a walk down Memory
Lane. Much thanks to him, Soupy Product sales, and computer animation studios such as Walter
Lantz, and Hannah-Barbera, for displaying humor and sanity to a youngster growing up in
what was an usually rather cold dangerous and insane world. As a longtime fan of the show, I
want he was still around therefore my children could be entertained with his soft humor and
inherent understanding of children as opposed to the noisy, obnoxious, overly lond
commercials that move as children's development today. In a hall packed to overflowing, he
entertained us with tales of his life, his family, his present, and his career following the
unfortunate cancellation of Captain Kangaroo. I enjoyed them and looked forward to waking
up every day so I could hear those happy words, "Good Morning, Captain." Even though you
didn't have a happy and pleasant childhood (and I didn't), Bob Keeshan's guidance will help
you to help you kids and grandkids grow up happy. We all need to grow up you may as well
be happy I purchased this as an after idea. He offers his personal memories of growing up, but
advertisements to it the immense wisdom, scientific evidences, and principles that will lead to
great parenting. Moose and all the others were a shiny spot: a happy, sane, kind distraction.
The book displays his warm and humorous personality and I treasure my copy. Kudos for the
Captain In the weird world that passed for our family when I was growing up the beautiful
globe of Captain Kangaroo, Mr. People may remember Captain Kangaroo, if you are of an
age where you watched that excellent TV show developing up, but sadly, virtually no
commercial DVDs, streaming, and only a scattered couple of VHS tapes exist of that show. I am
enjoying scanning this wonderful book about a man i loved viewing on television.
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